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AROUND THE VLA

Welcome to Emma Rice, our new Drafter. She
is currently living in Albuquerque and
commuting, making for long days, but hopes to
relocate to Socorro or Magdalena soon.

Michael Torres attended a school in Roswell
on Equipment Operator Troubleshooting
during the week of November 16 through 20.

Senator Pete Dominici expressed interest in
and support for a $150,000,000 VLA Upgrade
during a presentation celebrating the 10th
anniversary bf the AOC. See the pamphlets
available at the CB for details.

Michael Rupen is scheduled to give a talk at
the VLA on VLA configurations, January 19th.

Gene Cole has(become a volunteer newsletter
editor for the National Safety Council. The
Council produces a injury prevention and
occupational health-specific news and
information newsletter every two months. The
newsletter is a form of communication among
managers and professionals around the U.S.
and the world who deal directly with safety.
NRAO has been a member of the Council for
almost 20 years.

Patty Lindsey has a copy of the latest list of
NM in-plan providers for the PPO. Always
check with the provider before receiving
service just to make sure they are still in-plan.
Your in-plan physician is not responsible for
referring you to an in-plan service, so you must
always check with each physician.

REPORTING VEHICLE
ACCIDENTS
In each GSA and NSF motor vehicle there is a
white or brown clasp envelope labeled "Motor
Vehicle Accident Reporting Kit." Inside the
envelope are instructions and forms you must
fill out in case of an accident. The purpose for
this kit is to help you to report accurately a

motor vehicle accident involving a company
vehicle. The instructions are simple to read
and include all the information you need to
fill out the forms. When completed, send:
all the forms to our Business Division
Manager. In addition, you must complete
an NRAO "Accident/Incident Form" and
send it to your supervisor. If, by chance, the
reporting kit is missing from the vehicle,
please inform the VLA Auto Mechanics.

G. Cole

ANTENNA SAFETY
A couple of years ago, the ES Division
initiated several projects over concern about
antenna safety. Antenna safety is protection
of the structure itself from damage. In
addition to immediate corrective action such
as use of the elevation stow pin when the
drives/brakes fail, five projects were
selected to improve antenna safety (see
Newsletter November 1997). Here is a
report on the status of those projects.
4 Elevation stops and cautionary signs for
the drive motor brake releases are being
installed on antennas during overhauls and
maintenance visits; so far about 1/ of the
VLA and VLBA antennas are outfitted with
these changes.
-The default antenna position in the event
of drive and brake failure is correctly
horizon pointing because both the VLA and
VLBA antennas are top heavy. Correcting
the counterweights would be expensive, so
we decided that'with the elevation stops, the
risk to the antennas is small. Better that we
concentrate on reducing the weight of
equipment above the elevation axle as
upgrades are put in place.
4 Steve Blachman has promised an update
of help files for VLA alarm messages to
take place early in 1999.
+Pete Ulbricht has the VLBA service
procedures on the Web and in great shape.
Gene Cole has been helping gather
procedures for the VLA, but this project will
require more emphasis in 1999. Now that

we have convenient Web access at the site,
moving procedures to the computer is an
attractive idea.

C. Janes

NEW CRYO
COMPRESSOR
Testing of the iiew model 450 cryogenic
compressor which is manufactured by Austin
Scientific is now complete. The new
compressor was put into service on one of the
VLA antennas in late November. The major
difference between the existing compressor,
CTI 1020R, and the Austin 450 is cost and
cabinet design. The Austin compressor is
$3000 cheaper than the CTI unit, but the
compressor cabinet is somewhat smaller. The
internal parts of the two compressors are
identical except for the electrical, which is
not a major concern to NRAO because the
electrical has to be upgraded to NRAO
standards, anyway. Both compressors deliver
around 48 scfm, which may become a concern
in the future when more receivers are added
to the antennas. Currently, there are only two
compressors per antenna

The original four (4) channel VLA receiver
was designed arouiid the 1020 coldhead
which demands 28 scfmn cold. Since that time
the. VLA has added the X and Q-band
receivers which are cooled by a model 22
coldhead demanding 7 scfm each. The
model 22 reliability is not as good as the 350
or the 1020 due to the rpm of the drive motor.
The 1020 & 350 both run at 72 rpm while the
22 runs at around 200 rpm, so it stands to
reason that the 22 will wear out three times
as fast. All of the VLA L-bands and a few
of the K-bands have now been upgraded to
the model 350 coldheads which demand 17
scfm. Future upgrade of the VLA Receiver
system will dictate whether a third
compressor will be needed or not.

R Latasa



VLA VISIT
One of the-five MMA Oversite Committee
members visiting the site in December was Dr.
Bob Wilson. Bob was awarded a Nobel Prize
for his work in finding the background
microwave radiation thought to be the remnant
of the "big band" explosion. Accompanying
the Committee was Dr. Bob Dickman, NSF
Coordinator for radio astronomy, among
others.

C. Janes

ADDING BOLTS
What happens if the transporter fails or
derails, there is an antenna on board, and the
wind starts to pick up? Do we need a tie down
procedure? According to an analysis by Jon
Thunborg, it would take a 70 mph wind to tip
over a transporter-mounted antenna, even if
the antenna were tipped 2.5 degrees from a
derailment. The failure mode would be for the
antenna to break loose from the transporter.

To improve the safety margin, we concluded
we should add another bolt to each of the three
mounting pads that connect the antenna to the
transporter (see VLA Test Memo #216). With
3 bolts per pad instead of two, the tip over
wind threshold goes up to 90 mph. Since the
antennas are moved on relatively still days
when no serious weather is threatening and
since we have shown we can recover from a
failure or derailment on the same day as the
failure, no tie down procedure seems
necessary. We will just make the repairs and
move the antenna to the nearest pad before the
winds increase to 90 mph. 90 mph winds are
rare on the Plains of San Augustin, anyway.

R Molina

PC TOOLS REV. 4
The Steafa DDC controllers used for the
VLBA vertex HVAC and Contempo control
at some sites includes a microprocessor
which keeps track of control parameters.
The parameters may be set by a remote
computer using PC Tools software. Steve
Troy has ordered a PC Tool update
compatible with newer computers. The

software will be available to VLBA sites
soon.

C. Janes

RECYCLE!

1999 VLBA
MAINTENANCE
It is never too early to plan ahead! Once
again, we in the planning stages of yet
another year of maintenance to be done at
VLBA stations. This year we plan to visit
the Hancock, Mauna Kea, North Liberty
and St. Croix sites. The work activity will
include the usual service and testing of
electronic and servo systems, HVAC and
mechanical maintenance, modifications and
painting of telescope structures and
completion of HVAC contempo upgrade. A
report of proposed goals and budget for
1999 is available at the Control Building
lobby and in supervisors' offices.

G. Cole

NEW UPS AT TECH
SERVICES
The AOC "shell space" and computer room
look pretty empty since Godin & Johnny
moved all the furniture and miscellaneous to
the SLOB. The Deltec UPS that was used
for the VLBA correlator is replaced by the
new UPS installed last fall, so the Deltec is
scheduled for installation in the Tech
Services building for the Machine Shop
CNC machines (the new Hurco mill
includes a 166 MHZ Pentium chip) and
other critical equipment. Thanks especially
to Jaime Montero & Lew Serna for
removing the electrical equipment; Steve
Troy, Ed Gray, and Shane Baca for moving
the HVAC; and to Guy Stanzione for
helping plan the modifications to the rooms.

C. Janes

BLOWN FUSES
"Blown fuses" is a report heard now and
then about the VLBA. This was a big
problem early on, and still happens on
occasion. The fuses that blow protect the
drive amplifiers from damage, but what is
going wrong to cause the overcurrent that
blows the fuse? The fuses are expensive,
$22.07 each; and when one goes, the site
tech has to manually replace it which results
in lost observing time.

The drive amplifiers, designed by
Electrospace, provide the DC current to the
motors that actually move the telescope.

During acceleration, each motor can draw as
much as 90 A in AZ, 64 A in El and during a
steady state slew about 26 A. There are two
motors and two amplifiers per axis; each
drives a pinion gear which meshes with the
main drive gear. To avoid backlash during
tracking, the amplifiers oppose each other to
keep the pinion gear teeth on the same side of
the main gear teeth; one amplifier drives
while the other brakes.

At some point during the acceleration, the
drive system gives up on the backlash and
accurate tracking; both amplifiers drive the
pinion gears in the same direction when the
speed approaches slew velocities. This
occurs at about 60% of full speed (i.e.. 60
deg per minute in Az).

In the "backlash" braking mode of operation,
the motor acts as a generator and the
electrical energy produced is disposed of in
the motor controller by converting it into AC
and feeding it back into the power lines. It is
believed that, at high speeds and during
power outages, the regenerative or braking
motor is trying to provide the missing power
due to the outage thereby drawing too much
current and blowing fuses. Indeed, fuse
blowing seems to be related to power line
problems.

A major reduction in blown fuses was
realized by reducing the velocity threshold
where the drive mode is switched from
"backlash" to slew. The reduced maximum
tracking velocity increases the size of the
"cone of avoidance" at the zenith where
azimuth tracking velocities get very high, but
reduces the regenerative currents and the
incidence of blown fuses during power
problems. Another thing done was to add an
improved faster-acting phase loss detector
which disables the servo drive system quickly
before the fuses have a chance to blow.

Recently, there were problems with blown
fuses at VLBASC. That problem seemed to
be a result of corrosion on the brush holders
and has not recurred since they have been
cleaned up.

L. Sema

IF YOU FASTEN YOUR SEAT
BELT EVERY TIME, THEN YOU
WILL HAVE IT ON WHEN YOU
NEED IT!


